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HOW-TO GUIDE TO GLOBAL CONNECT
We know the power Money20/20 brings in helping our customers 
grow. That’s why we couldn’t let 2020 fly by without giving our 
community a premier networking platform to connect and engage 
in new virtual ways that can actually deliver impact and leads. Let us 
introduce you to Global Connect.



YOU DON’T KNOW WHO YOU DON’T KNOW
Yes, Global Connect will allow you to meet thousands 
of money’s decision makers, but if your profile isn’t 
complete, it’s a guessing game for everyone. Tell the 
industry who you are and who you want to meet through 
your profile.

WE’VE GOT A MATCH
Besides being able to request meetings, you can make 
the engine smarter by marking people with “interested” 
or “skip”. If someone is also interested in you - bingo. 
Time to connect and grow your network.



BOOK UNLIMITED VIRTUAL MEETINGS
Get recommendations, search and scroll through the 
A to Z of Money20/20 insiders to request meetings for 
times and dates that work for you. It’s that simple, but 
let’s not get spammy. There’s a hard max of 30 pending 
meeting requests at one time.

NICE TO MEET YOU
Virtual Meetings can be joined 5 minutes before the 
scheduled start time. You can enter the meeting from 
your email or the platform by clicking: Open Virtual 
Meeting Room (highlight it in the screen shot)



HOW WAS IT FOR YOU?
Give anonymous feedback on your business meeting 
with “Good”, “Bad” or “Didn’t Happen” and give a reason 
for your rating to qualify your post-event follow-ups. 
This feeds that powerful AI machine and delivers 
better matches next time.

ACCEPT MEETINGS
Ping! That’s the sound of an incoming 
game-changing meeting request via a 
notification or in your email. All you have 
to do is accept and we’ll sync it to your 
personal calendar.

Edit your availability. Monitor your schedule and pending meetings



INSIDER ACCESS 
Experience a powerful series of content and speed 
networking sessions designed to jumpstart your 
MoneyFest experience with leads and learnings. 
Deep dive presentations and lively panel discussions 
will spark new conversations and make a virtual
 “wave” easier than ever before.

1. Add a session to you calendar
2. Select your recommended interests
3. View the content 
4. Discuss in quick fire 5 minute meetings
5. Gather leads! 

Receive speed networking session email.

INSIDER SPEED NETWORKING

Join the speed networking session.

Select the types of people you would be 
interested in meeting with.

Review your AI-generated meeting schedule.

Join virtual meeting room & hold your meetings.

Rate and review your meetings.

Schedule follow-up meetings.

Virtual speed networking sessions.



REGISTER TO WATCH MONEYFEST CONTENT

VIEW GLOBAL CONNECT SPEAKERS & SESSIONS

EXPERIENCE GLOBAL CONNECT

Need help? Email us at 
networking@money2020.com 
and let’s get it sorted.
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https://connect.money2020.com/
https://www.money2020.com/moneyfest/global-connect-sessions
https://account.money2020.com/moneyfest/login#/register/

